
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of senior manager,
product development. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior manager, product development

Accountable for the successful delivery of agreed portfolio roadmaps – time,
quality and cost
To be responsible for leading the development of a new IP Communications
service, in partnership TSO and also external vendors
To own the business case for the new service through its development and
then the P&L of the launched service
Lead the development of the operating model with the vendor and once in-
life managing the service to optimise long run contribution over the product
life cycles
To work with “in-life” product managers for access products and CPE to
ensure cross portfolio compatibility
Wherever possible simplify and standardise the portfolio, re-using common
capabilities and ensuring products are interoperable with other products to
enable the building of customer solutions
Build the business case for investment (people and/or budget) required to
deliver the product portfolio strategy and roadmap
Propose pricing strategies and commercial arrangements that maximise
revenue and profitability
Manage strategically important supplier/vendor relationships for these
products
Gather requirements from our customers be tuned into market trends

Example of Senior Manager, Product Development
Job Description
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Must possess a comprehensive knowledge of baby and junior market, trends
and color sense
7-10+ years of experience in Mortgage Insurance/Mortgage Banking
MBA or equivalent job experience
A minimum of five years of marketing experience with solid business acumen
Financial acumen, including experience with planning, forecasting, and P&L
management
Strong analytical skills, with proven ability to turn data into insights


